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How Long Is Your Cat A Kitten? New Survey Shows A
Majority of Kitten Owners Are Divided On The Answer
One thing most kitten owners can agree on? The belief that feeding kitten food
provides a head start to a lifetime of health

ST. LOUIS, July 8, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- A Purina survey, released today, found that nearly all
kitten owners accurately identify their youngest cat as a kitten based on an age of less than
12 months, yet owners are divided on how long they believe cats are considered kittens.
Knowing how long a cat is considered a kitten is crucial to ensure they receive all the nutrients
needed for growth and development in their diet.

Among kitten owners who accurately identified their youngest cat as a kitten, 18% believe
their cats are considered kittens for six months and 20% believe they are kittens for 12
months, with the remaining kitten owners scattered across a year.

"Cats are generally considered kittens for the first 12 months of their life and should be fed a
kitten food for that year," said Dr. Callie Harris, DVM, veterinarian at Purina. "After a year, a
kitten has matured into an adult cat and can be transitioned to adult food formulas. However,
some larger breed cats, like the Maine Coon, may need to be fed kitten food for longer. I
always recommend consulting your vet if you have specific questions about how long to feed
kitten food."

The 2021 Kitten Owner Survey by Purina surveyed 1,000 kitten owners in the United States
and discovered what kitten owners find most important when it comes to their pet's nutritional
needs.

Among other key findings:

Most owners (89%) believe feeding kitten food provides a head start to a lifetime of health
Nearly all kitten owners (65%) believe kitten-specific food is important; however, due to the split in belief of
how long a cat is considered a kitten, there's a divide on how long they believe it should be used for
Nearly all kitten owners (96%) believe it's important their kitten enjoys the food given to them and 91%
believe the food they feed their kitten will impact their health throughout their life

The survey also helped owners learn more about their kitten's preferences when it comes to
dinnertime:

While the majority of kitten owners prefer dry food (30%) or a combination of dry and wet food (28%), kittens
tend to prefer wet food (26%)
Nearly half of owners (48%) compromise by feeding their kittens a mixture of wet and dry food
Most owners (91%) are open to the idea of including variety in their kitten's diet, and 81% of owners believe
that introducing their kitten to different foods will make them less picky in the future
Those with more than one cat are likely to provide variety for their kitten if they do for their other cats (85%)

"In feeding kittens a diet comprised of different flavors and textures, their owners are also
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helping them develop their palates and preventing them from exclusively preferring a single
type of food over time," said Dr. Annie Valuska, Ph.D., senior feeding behavior expert at
Purina. "The more variety in a kitten's diet, the more adaptable they will be to diet changes
when they get older."

Visit Purina.com/kitten for additional kitten-specific information and tips, and explore wet and
dry kitten food options from brands like Fancy Feast®, Purina® Pro Plan®, Purina ONE®,
Purina® Kitten Chow® and Beyond®.

About Nestlé Purina PetCare 

Nestlé Purina PetCare creates richer lives for pets and the people who love them. Founded in
1894, Purina has helped dogs and cats live longer, healthier lives by offering scientifically
based nutritional innovations. Purina manufactures some of the world's most trusted and
popular pet care products, including Purina ONE, Pro Plan, Fancy Feast and Tidy Cats. Our
more than 8,700 U.S. associates take pride in our trusted pet food, treat and litter brands that
feed 51 million dogs and 65 million cats every year. More than 500 Purina scientists,
veterinarians, and pet care experts ensure our commitment to unsurpassed quality and
nutrition.  Purina Pro Plan is a leader in the advanced nutrition category, with more than 140
targeted formulas to help your pet thrive throughout every stage of life. For more information,
visit www.proplan.com or follow @ProPlan on Twitter, Instagram, or Facebook. 

Purina promotes responsible pet care through our scientific research, our products and our
support for pet-related organizations. Over the past five years, Purina has contributed more
than $150 million towards organizations that bring, and keep, people and pets together, as
well as those that help our communities and environment thrive. 

Purina is part of Nestlé, a global leader in Nutrition, Health and Wellness. For more
information, visit purina.com or subscribe here to get the latest Purina news.  
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